With Christmas behind us, we can turn our attention to the New Year. We still mourn from the recent tragedies. Sometimes you just have to give it to God. I have personally found comfort from Naomi’s song "Giving It To God" (click to listen to a sample).

*When Life is Unfair* is an excellent resource for anyone who has ever asked “Why?” This timely
magazine examines tragedy within the framework of the great controversy. With beauty and brevity, Finley traces the story of the ages and points readers toward the hope found in Christ alone. This will be a great resource to share with friends and family that are asking that difficult question. ~Steve

Origins
By L James Gibson
This book, the companion book for the Adult Bible Study Guides for first quarter of 2013, focuses on the first three chapters of genesis. The author says that all the rest of the Bible finds its meaning in the context these chapters provide. To understand God, ourselves and our world, we must understand these chapters.

The Green Cord Dream
By Alex Bryan
In 1842, fifteen-year-old Ellen Harmon had a dream. "[The angel] handed me a green cord coiled up closely. This he directed me to place next to my heart, and when I wished to see Jesus, take it from my bosom, and stretch it to the utmost." Alex Bryan believes that the Adventist movement can have a bright, prevailing future, but we are at a critical time.

A God Named Desire
By Ty Gibson
Science can’t explain why, but the deepest human desire is to love and be loved. Is it possible that we are beings in need of giving and receiving love because we were made in the image of a loving God?

Hope That Breaks The Dark CD
By Naomi Striemer, Naomi Striemer
Naomi Striemer, is becoming internationally known as a Christian Recording artist. Hope That Breaks the Dark features eleven songs that will bring light to the darkest corners of your heart and mind.

Listen to Sample Tracks